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To nZZ W I M ~ C  it n ~ ~ y  CO~WPTC: 

Be it known that I, ALFRED SWAN, a sub- 
ject of the King of Great Britain, residing at 
New Pork, in the county of New York and 

5 State of New York, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Adapters, 
of which the following is a specification. 

This invention relates to an adapter for in- 
candescent lamps; and the object of the in- 

ra vention is to provide an adapter which will 
permanently change an incandescent-lam 

known types to another. 
P socket or receptacle from one of the we1 - 

In the development of the art of li hting 
15  by incandescent lamps a number of di 8 erent 

types of sockets or receptacles and lam - 
bases-as, for instance, the Edison, t i! e 
Thomson-Houston, and the Westinghouse- 
have gone @to extensive use, the various 

L O  types differnng somewhat in the shape and 
arran ement of the parts which cooperate to 
hold t i e  lam and connect it in circuit. -It is 
frequently 6 esired to use lamps of one type 
when the sockets or receptacles already in- 

2 5  stalled are of a different type in order to use 
less expensive lamps, or that a' supply of 
lamps of only one type need be carried, or for 
other reasons. . This has been done' hereto- 
fore by employing a device ccommonly 

30 termed an "adapter," which can;be readily 
attached to a receptacle of one type and is 
arranged to receive a lamp-base of a different 
type, the metallic parts of the adapter being 
constructed to connect the respective termi- 

35 nals of the rece tacle and the lamp-base. In 
using these a $ apters it frequently happens 
that in withdrawing a lamp from a receptacle 
to re lace it with a new one the ada ter is 
with 1 rawn with it.#, This occurs so o !' ten as 

40 to be quite an annoyance, and considerable 
time is consumed in removing the adapter 
from the lamp and reinserting it in the recep- 
tacle. Moreover, when a broken or used 
lamp is taken, out of a receptacle and the 

45 adapter is taken out with it the adapter is 
frequently thrown away with the lamp and 
before a new lamp can be put in the recep- 
tacle another adapter must be obtained and 
put in place. To avoid the inconveniences 

50 and expenses resulting from this, I have pro- 
vided an ada ter having a locking device 
which when t g e adapter is inserted in a re- 
ceptacie prevents its withdrawal therefrom. 

tBy(means of this adapter a socket or recep- 

tacle of one type is permanently changed 55 
over to one of a different type, and the ex- 
ense due to the adapter sticking to thelamp- 

Ease and being taken out ofthe rece tacle 
with the lamp and frequently being t l!r own 
away with the lamp is done away with en- 60 
tirely. 

In the accompanying drawings I have 
illustrated various embodiments of my in- 
vention. In these drawings I have shown 
the adapter as constructed when it is to  be 65 
inserted in a Thornson-Houston receptacle 
and is to receive an Edison type of lamp; but 
I wish it understood that the novel features 
of my ben t i on  are applicable to adapters 
arranged to fit in other types of reneptacles 70 
and to receive other types of lamps. 

In the drawin s, Figure 1 shows a Thom- 
son-Houston soc 7 ret with the inclosing shell 
removed and the adapter attached thereto. 
Figs. 2,3, and 4 are an elevation and avertical 75 
and a horizontal section, res ectively, of the 
adapter, the section-line for%ig. 4 being the 
line 4 4 of Fig. 3. Figs. 5 and 6 are a vertical 
and a horizontal section, respectively, of a 
slightly-madifledform of adapter, the section- 80 
line of Fig. 6 being the line 6 6 of Fi . 5 ;  and 
Fi s. 7 and 8 show two further mod' d cations. 

fteferring to,the drawings, 1 indicates a 
Thomson - Houston key-socket of standard 
construction, having a block 2, carried by the 85 
shaft 3 of the key, arranged to cross-connect. 
a contact electrically connected to one of the 
line-wireswith a ring which forms one termi- 
nal of the socket. The other terminal is a 
metallic screw-threaded projection 4, u on 90 
which aThomson-Eouston lamp is screwe 8 to 
hold it in the socket. The adapter consists ol 
a threaded sheet-metal shell 5, having an in- 
turned Gnge 6 at  one end. Secured in any 
suitable manner in the bottom of this shell 95 
bearing' against the flange 6 are two disks 7 
and 8,. of porcelain, fiber, or other insulating 
material. In  each of these disks is a central 
opening, one or both of which are threaded to 
receive the center contact 4 of the socketj 100 

whereby the adapter is secured in place. The 
disk 8 is cut away, as shown in Fig. 3, so that 
when the two disks are in position in the bot- 
tom of the shell a cavity is formed between . 
them. A short pin 9 is supported within 105 
this cavity, as shown, and serves as the i v ~ t  
for a hoking member 10. One edge of thw 
locking member is of spiral shape and pro- 



vided with sharp teeth, as shosm in Fig. 4. 
Behind the locking member is a spring 11, 
vrhi~h serves to co~lstantly urge the member 
forward, so that its toothed edge extends into 

5 the opening in the disk 8. The adapter is ap- 
plied to a socket or receptacle havlng termni- 
nals of Lhe Thomson-Houston tyge by screw- 
ing it down upon the center contact 4 until 
the inturned flange 6 erlgages the ring-con- 

10 tact of the socket. This connects the shell 5 
with one terminal of the socket, and the cen- 
ter contact 4 extends through the central 
openings of disks 7 and 8 to form the other 
terminal. A standard Edison lamp can then 

15 be inserted in the adapter by screwing i t  
dowil into the shell 5 until the cencer contact 
of the lamp engages the center contil'ct 4 of 
t,he socket. 

I n  Figs. 5 and 6 I have shown a slight 
20 modification of this type of adapter. I n  

practice i t  is found that the center contact 4 
of Thornson-Houston sockets are not all of 
the same length, and sometimes i t  might hap- 
pen that the center contact 4 would not ex- 

25 tend all the way tlxpugh the central open- 
ings in disks 7 and 8, and therefore would not 
be engagcd by the center contact of an Edison 
lamp. In order to insure a good contact, I 
have provided a metallic sleeve 12, inter- 

,o nally threaded and secured in a somewhat 
larger central opening in the insulating-disk 
8. As shown in Fig. 5, this sleeve extends a 
little beyond the disk 8, and therefore i t  will 
alwa,ys.be engaged by the center contact of 

5 an Edison lamp. 
I n  both of these forms of my invention it 

will be seen that  the adapter can be readily 
screwed onto the center contact 4 of the 
socket, as the locking member 10 will be 

2 pi.isLed back against the tension of spring 11. 
If, however, i t  is attempted to remove the 
adapter fromthe socket, the teeth of the lock- 
ing member will catch on the center,contact 
4 and the locking member  ill become 

; wedged between the contact and the pivot 
9, thus preventing further turning of the 
adapter. The adapter is thus permanently 
held in place on the center contact of the 
socket, changing the Thomson-Houston 
socket into a socket of the Edison type. 

Fig. 7 shows a type of adapter modified 
some~yhat from that of Figs. 3 and 5 and 
possessing the advantage that no pivot '3 is 
nocessmy. I n  this form of my il~vention the 
locking nlernber 13 slides bodily back and 
forth in the cavity formed by the disks 7 and 
8, it being pressed forward by a small U- 
shaped spring 14. As in the former cases, 
the loclang member 13 will pernlit the 
adapter to be screwed onto the center con- 
tact 4, but will become wedged between the 
terminal 4 and the side of the cavity when i t  
is attempted to withdraw the adapter. 

Fig. 6 shows a further modification not re- 
quirmg pivot. In this form a corner of the 

cavity holds one end of the locking member 15 
and acts as a pivot, a, spring 17 sesvjng to 
move :he other end. 

I n  all the forms of my invention which I 
have illustrated and described herein it will 70 
be seen that the adapter when once applied 
to a socket cannot be withdrawn, and there 
is therefore no danger of its sticlung to a lamp- 
base and being thrown awaywhen the lamp is 
taken out of the socket. 75 

What 1 claim as new, and desire to secure 
by Letters Patent of the United States, is- 

1. An adapter for incandescent lamps hav- 
ing securing,means for the base of an incan- 
descent lamp, a screw-threaded portion w- 80 
ranged to cooperate with a complementary 
screw-threadkd portion m a lamp-base recep- 
tacle, and a locking member on said adapter 
arranged to cooperate with the screw-thread- 
ed ortion of the receplacle to prevent the 85 
wit f' idrawal of the adapterfrom thereceptacle. 

2. An adapter for incandescent lamps hav- 
ing means to support an incandescent lamp 
and establish electrical connection with its 
terminals, a screw-threaded portion on said go 
adapter arranged to cooperate with a com- 
plementary screw - threaded portion on a 
iamp-base receptacle for securing the adapter 
to the receptacle, and a locking device ex- 
tending adjacent the screw-threaded mem- 95 
ber of the adapter and arranged to coijperate 
with the screw-threaded portion of the recep- 
tacle to prevent the withdrawal of the adap- 
ter from the receptacle., 

3. An adapter for incandescent lamps hav- IOO 
ing a screw-threaded terminal arranged to 
cooperate with a screw-threaded terminal on 
a receptacle to secure the adapter to the re- 
ceptacle, a second terminal arranged Lo act 
as a support for an incnndescent lamp and 105 
zonnecting with the second terminal in the 
receptacle, and a locking device extending 
adjacent the screw-threaded portion of the 
adapter and arranged to coijpernte with the 
screw-threaded ~nember of the receptacle to IIO 
prevent withdrawal of the adapter from the 
"eceptacle. 

4. A n  ndripter for incandcscenh-lamp sock- 
:ts having a metitliic shell, % disk supported 
11 the shell having an opening therein, a lock- I 15 

ng member located in the disk and adapted . 

to extend into said opening, and a spring act- 
ng on the-locking member. 

5 .  An adapter for incandescent-lamp sock- 
2ts having a screw - threaded metallic shell, a 120 
:enter contact insulated from the shell aud 
xovided with a threaded bore, a locking 
xember adapted to extend into said bore, 
md a spring acting on said member. 

6. An adapter for incandescent-lamp sock- I 2 5  

?ts comprising a screw - threaded metallic 
rhell havinv an inturned flange a t  one end, a 
lisk of insuTating material having an  openjog 
,herein supported in said shell against the 
3ange thereof, a pivoted l 0 6 h g  member 10- r 3~ 



cated in said disk and adapted to extend into 
the opening therein, and a spring acting on 
the member to turn it on its pivot. 

7. An adapter for electric-lamp sockets 
5 having a screw-threaded shell adapted to re- 

ceive the base of an electric lamp, a screw- 
threaded central sleeve adapted to screw onto 
a screw-threaded stem in an electric-light 
socket by turning the adapter to the right 

ro bnd n spring-actuated locking-plate having 
teeth adapted to engage with the stem in the 
sockct .and prevent a reverse movement: of 
the adapter, thereby permanently securmg 
tire adapter to the socket. 

I 5 8. The combination with an incandescent- 
I:~rnp socket provided with a central screw- 
t l ~rc~:lclrd terminal, of an adapter provided 
w i t  1 1  ;I cwiiperlt'ting screw-threaded terminai, 
: ~ ~ t ~ c ~ l t t l l i ~ '  screw-shell, and a device projecting 

LO iuto the bore of the adapter-terminal mount- 

ed to yield ae the adapter 1s screwed into the 
socket and to lock on the screw-threaded ter- 
minal of the socket ugon reverse movement 
of the adapter to prevent removal of the 
adapter. 2 5  

9. An adapter provided with a central in- 
ternally-screw-threaded terminal for engag- 
ing the central terminal of a T-11 socket, a 
metallic sc~w-shell, a device projecting into 
the bore of the adapter-terminal mounted to 30 
yield as the adapter is screwed into the 
socket and to-lock on the socket-terminal and 
prevent removal of the adapter. 

In  witness whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand this 2d day of February, 1905. 

ALFRED SWAN. 

Witnesses : 
CHAS. H. HEELEY, 
S. W. WHITWEAD. 


